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While influenza infection induces robust, long-lasting, antibody
responses and protection, including the T follicular helper cells
(TFH) required to drive B cell germinal center (GC) responses, most
influenza vaccines do not. We investigated the mechanisms that
drive strong TFH responses during infection. Infection induces viral
replication and antigen (Ag) presentation lasting through the CD4
effector phase, but Ag and pathogen recognition receptor signals
are short-lived after vaccination. We analyzed the need for both
infection and Ag presentation at the effector phase, using an
in vivo sequential transfer model to time their availability. Differ-
entiation of CD4 effectors into TFH and GC-TFH required that they
recognize Ag locally in the site of TFH development, at the effector
phase, but did not depend on specific Ag-presenting cells (APCs).
In addition, concurrent signals from infection were necessary even
when sufficient Ag was presented. Providing these signals with a
second dose of live attenuated influenza vaccine at the effector
phase drove TFH and GC-TFH development equivalent to live infec-
tion. The results suggest that vaccine approaches can induce
strong TFH development that supports GC responses akin to infec-
tion, if they supply these effector phase signals at the right time
and site. We suggest that these requirements create a checkpoint
that ensures TFH only develop fully when infection is still ongoing,
thereby avoiding unnecessary, potentially autoimmune, responses.
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T follicular helper cells (TFH) appear late in the CD4 effector
response, and they drive the initiation of germinal centers

(GCs) and resulting antibody (Ab) production (1). TFH are
thus essential for strong immune responses generated by influ-
enza infection and vaccines (2–4). Broad, highly protective Ab
responses that last many years are generated by natural influ-
enza infection but not by most influenza vaccines (5). There-
fore, it is critical that we identify the signals that CD4 Teffector
cells receive during natural influenza infection that result in
their robust differentiation into TFH and GC-TFH. Such insights
could guide the design of superior influenza vaccine strategies
and likely vaccines for other RNA viruses, such as HIV
and severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-
CoV-2).

After a sublethal dose of influenza infection in mice, viral titers
remain at high levels in the lung, from 2 to 8 d postinfection
(dpi), and the virus is cleared between 10 and 14 dpi (6). Antigen
(Ag) is presented to CD4 T cells for over a week postinfection
(7). However, Ag presentation after immunization with an inacti-
vated vaccine is relatively short-lived with most presentation in
the initial 3 d after immunization (8). The lack of a sustained Ag
recognition and perhaps inflammation generated by ongoing
infection may explain why TFH development and immunity after
infection are far superior to those induced by vaccines (9).

Naive CD4 T cells primed by Ag-presenting cells (APCs)
expand and differentiate to become various CD4 effector sub-
sets, including TFH. During the effector phase, they clear virus

via multiple synergizing mechanisms before contracting and
becoming memory (10, 11). The initial priming requirements
for TFH generation are well defined (12), but later require-
ments during the effector phase are not. Once they are gener-
ated and enter GCs, TFH repeatedly interact with B cells which
drives both the GC B cell (GCB) response and further TFH

differentiation, survival, and expansion (12). Several studies
indicate that TFH development is enhanced by repeated immu-
nization (13–15), but it is unclear if Ag recognition is required
late during the effector phase or where it occurs. A new study
suggests that Tcell receptor (TCR) affinity for cognate Ag, dur-
ing the GC response, determines TFH affinity, expansion, and
contraction (16). Many studies have used in vivo immunization
models, but few have analyzed more detailed mechanisms driv-
ing TFH development during the effector phase following
infection.

Moreover, the role of infection, other than supplying Ag pre-
sentation for TFH development, is unclear. One study showed
that effective TFH generation during lymphocytic choriomenin-
gitis virus (LCMV) infection required ongoing infection (14),
but whether infection supplied Ag or drove inflammation or
both was not determined. This is important since vaccines, in a
quest for low reactogenicity, often have only mild adjuvant
activity. It is not clear what aspects of viral infection, during the
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effector phase of the immune response, act to drive the strong
TFH development associated with infection. Here, we use an
influenza infection model, where strong TFH responses develop,
to identify factors driving TFH generation at the peak of the
CD4 effector phase.

We showed that CD4 effectors generated during influenza A
virus (IAV) infection need to recognize Ag during the effector
phase at 6 to 8 dpi to escape default apoptosis and effectively
form long-lived memory (7, 17). Here, we ask if late steps in
the generation of TFH during infection also require cognate Ag
recognition and/or other signals from infection, at this same
“effector checkpoint.” We reason that if an infection is quickly
cleared, or initial Ag is nonreplicating, both inflammation gen-
erated by pathogen recognition and Ag presentation will wane.
If those signals are required for TFH development, it would
create a checkpoint that would curtail TFH responses when
infection is cleared and no longer a threat and act as
a mechanism to prevent immunopathology and potential
autoimmunity.

In this study, we isolate in vivo influenza infection-generated
CD4 effectors and transfer them into second hosts where we
modulate the availability of cognate Ag and signals from infec-
tion. This allows us to pinpoint which signals are required spe-
cifically at the CD4 effector phase, during in vivo infection, to
induce optimal TFH generation. We find that CD4 effectors
must recognize cognate Ag during the effector phase in spleen
and draining lymph node (DLN) sites of TFH residency, to
become full-fledged TFH including GC-TFH, and that they
induce enhanced GCB formation. Multiple types of activated
APCs can drive this transition, and it occurs even in the
absence of B cells and GC. Moreover, there is an independent
requirement for concurrent signals from infection to achieve
optimal TFH generation. Thus, at the effector phase well after
initial Ag priming, multiple signals derived from infection act in
concert to drive the optimum generation of TFH. These require-
ments create a defined checkpoint that regulates TFH develop-
ment. Our results from a polyclonal mouse model using live
attenuated influenza vaccination to supply these signals suggest
that these findings are relevant for designing vaccines that
induce stronger TFH against influenza and likely other life-
threatening respiratory viral infections, including the pandemic
SARS-CoV-2.

Results
Compared to the Inactivated Vaccine, Influenza Infection Provides
Extended Ag Presentation through the Initiation of the GC Response.
To understand the factors driving strong protection after infection
compared to weaker protection from vaccines, we compared Ag
presentation to CD4 Tcells in each case. We transferred TCRTg
CD4 T cells that recognize influenza nucleoprotein NP311–325,
crossed to the Nur77GFP reporter, into either influenza-infected
mice or mice immunized with whole inactivated influenza (IIV).
We analyzed green fluorescent protein (GFP) expression as an
indicator of Ag presentation. As expected (7, 8), Ag presentation
to CD4 T cells peaked at 5 to 7 dpi and declined slowly thereaf-
ter. In contrast, after IIV vaccination, Ag presentation peaked at
3 to 5 d followed by a sharper decline (SI Appendix, Fig. S1A).

We analyzed the kinetics of the TFH and the GC response
after influenza infection by transferring naive OT-II CD4 Tcells
to mice primed with PR8-OVAII. At 5 to 6 dpi, few TFH were
detected, they peaked at 7 to 8 dpi, and GCB formed after 6 to
7 dpi (SI Appendix, Fig. S1 B and C). Polyclonal CD4 and
OT-II responses followed similar kinetics (SI Appendix, Fig.
S1B). Thus, the peak of Ag presentation after infection (SI
Appendix, Fig. S1A) correlated with the beginning of the GC
response (SI Appendix, Fig. S1 B and C) and with the previ-
ously defined checkpoint for CD4 effector transition to memory

(7, 17). We hypothesized that the infection and Ag presentation
after 6 dpi, which is only weakly provided by IIV, is instrumen-
tal in driving superior TFH-driven immunity. We refer to this
timeframe during the CD4 effector phase as the effector check-
point or the “effector phase” throughout this study.

An In Vivo Model to Study the Role of Ag Presentation After 6 dpi
during the Effector Phase. We used a sequential transfer
approach (7) to manipulate signals available to CD4 effectors
(Fig. 1A). We generated 6-dpi CD4 effectors in vivo by trans-
ferring naive HNT (specific for IAV hemagglutinin) or OT-II
(specific for an OVA epitope) Thy1.1 CD4 Tcells (6–8, 17) into
primary hosts infected with PR8 or with PR8-OVAII (A/PR8/34
engineered to express the OVAII determinant in the PR8 hem-
agglutinin) influenza virus, respectively. After 6 d, we isolated
the in vivo-generated donor CD4 effectors and transferred
them into second hosts. The second hosts were either unin-
fected or infected 6 d previously (infection-matched), modeling
intact physiology as closely as possible (Fig. 1A). With this
model, we can directly control the availability of relevant signals
in the second hosts specifically during the effector phase after
6 dpi. We modulated Ag availability in vivo by transferring
Ag-pulsed APC (Ag/APC) into second hosts or infecting second
hosts 6 d previously with influenza viruses (infection-matched).
Thus, we could modulate the availability of signals from infec-
tion, while normalizing cognate Ag presentation, as done later
(see Fig. 5A). In experiments using the sequential transfer
model, we analyzed the transferred donor effector cells 2 to 4 d
posttransfer (dpt; 8 to 10 dpi) and not later because TFH peak at
7 to 8 dpi (SI Appendix, Fig. S1B) and contract after 10 dpi.

Cognate Ag Recognition, in the Presence of Infection at the
Effector Checkpoint, Drives TFH Development. We generated 6-dpi
OT-II effectors in vivo as described above and transferred them
into second hosts. The second hosts were either PR8-OVAII

infection-matched (Ag and infection) or PR8 infection-
matched (infection without Ag) or uninfected (neither infection
nor Ag) (Fig. 1A). Donor TFH and GC-TFH generation were
assessed at 2 dpt in the secondary lymphoid organs (SLOs),
corresponding to 8 dpi. In the PR8-OVAII infection-matched
positive controls, a strong donor TFH response developed in the
spleen and DLN (Fig. 1B and SI Appendix, Fig. S2B). In con-
trast, in PR8 infection-matched hosts, where no cognate Ag
presentation occurred, few if any donor TFH were seen and
donor TFH numbers were reduced 25-fold in both the spleen
(Fig. 1B) and the DLN (SI Appendix, Fig. S2B). Donor GC-TFH

developed well in hosts with Ag and infection, while almost no
GC-TFH were generated without Ag (Fig. 1C and SI Appendix,
Fig. S2C). This suggests effectors have a strict requirement for
Ag recognition during this phase, for development and/or
maintenance of TFH and GC-TFH. PD1 and ICOS expression,
markers associated with TFH function, were also strictly depen-
dent on Ag recognition in the second host (Fig. 1 D and E and
SI Appendix, Fig. S2 D and E).

At 6 dpi, there are already a minor fraction of CD4 effectors
that express the TFH phenotype (CXCR5hiBcl6hi) (SI Appendix,
Fig. S1B), suggesting that this cohort may undergo apoptosis or
revert to a non-TFH state in the absence of cognate Ag presen-
tation at 6 to 8 dpi. Thus, even when signals from infection
were available in the PR8-infected hosts, development of TFH

in the spleen and DLN required cognate Ag recognition during
the effector checkpoint. A previous study showed that the
transfer of 4-d effectors generated during LCMV infection into
uninfected hosts did not support TFH development, but it did
not distinguish between the need for infection vs. Ag recogni-
tion (14). Our data indicate that even when signals from infec-
tion are available, cognate Ag at the peak effector phase is
needed to drive and sustain TFH and GC-TFH development.
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TFH Function during Influenza Infection Is Dependent on Cognate Ag
at the Effector Phase. IL-21 produced by TFH promotes TFH differ-
entiation and mediates the GC response (12). The proportion of
donor effectors with the potential to secrete interleukin-21 (IL-21)
was higher in second hosts with Ag than in those without Ag (Fig.
2A and SI Appendix, Fig. S2F). In contrast, secretion of Th1 cyto-
kines, interferon gamma (IFNγ) and tumor necrosis factor alpha
(TNFα), was not dependent on Ag and was in fact highest in unin-
fected hosts (SI Appendix, Fig. S2G). This indicates a selective
dependence of TFH-associated programs, but not Th1 effector func-
tions in the SLO, on Ag recognition during the effector checkpoint.

To evaluate the impact of Ag recognition at the effector
checkpoint on the key TFH function of enhancing GCB forma-
tion, we developed an in vivo GCB assay (Fig. 2B and SI
Appendix, Methods). Endogenous host GCBs are undetectable
from 2 to 6 dpi (SI Appendix, Fig. S1C), presumably because
TFH have not yet fully formed (SI Appendix, Fig. S1B). We rea-
soned that if functional TFH were available earlier, they would
accelerate GCB formation. Therefore, we transferred in vivo-
generated 6-d OT-II effectors into hosts infected 2 d previously
with either PR8 (infection only) or PR8-OVAII (infection and
cognate Ag) and analyzed host GCB at 4 dpt (6 dpi) (Fig. 2B).
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Fig. 1. Generation of TFH from CD4 effectors requires Ag recognition during the effector checkpoint. (A) Experimental design: Naive OT-II.Thy1.1+ cells
were transferred into PR8-OVAII-infected mice (first hosts). At 6 dpi, OT-II.Thy1.1+ effectors were isolated from first hosts and transferred into the follow-
ing groups of second hosts: 6-dpi PR8-OVAII-infected, 6-dpi PR8-infected, or uninfected mice. Donor cells were analyzed 8 dpi. FACS, fluorescence-acti-
vated cell sorting. (B) Percentage and numbers of spleen donor TFH (CXCR5+Bcl6+). (C) Percentage and number of spleen donor GC-TFH
(GL7+CXCR5+Bcl6+). (D and E) Representative histogram of ICOS (D) and PD1 (E) expression by spleen donor cells (negative control: naive CD4 from
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The transfer of 6-d donor effectors into PR8-OVAII-infected
mice caused a significant increase in total GCB formation (SI
Appendix, Fig. S2H) and in influenza hemagglutinin-specific
GCB formation (Fig. 2C) 4 d later. Transfer of the same cells
to PR8-infected hosts, which lack OVAII Ag, did not boost
GCB formation over the negative controls not receiving effec-
tors. Thus, TFH induction of GCBs also requires that CD4
effectors recognize cognate Ag during the effector phase.

Multiple APC Subsets Effectively Present Ag at the Effector
Checkpoint to Drive TFH. B cells become the major APC for TFH

once they arrive in the follicular region of the SLO, which they
repeatedly interact with for further differentiation (18). We
considered the possibility that other APC subsets might be able
to drive the effector to TFH differentiation at 6 dpi, if and when
available. We evaluated the efficacy of different broad classes
of APC at presenting Ag for TFH during the effector phase
using B cell-deficient JhD mice, major histocompatibility com-
plex II (MHC-II) KO bone marrow chimeras, and
CD11cTg.H2-Ab1�/� mice which expressed MHC-II only on
CD11c+ cells, which are all second hosts. In other experiments,
we provided Ag by transferring in vitro-activated, Ag-pulsed, B
cells or dendritic cells (DC) (SI Appendix, Fig. S3A).

To determine whether Ag-presenting B cells are essential to
drive CD4 effectors to TFH, we transferred in vivo-generated
6-d HNT Thy1.1 (TCR Tg specific for the hemagglutinin (HA)
epitope of the influenza strain) effectors into PR8 infection-
matched B cell-deficient JhD mice (Fig. 3A and SI Appendix,
Fig. S3B). Substantial numbers of TFH were generated in these
hosts, although there was a twofold decrease in number

compared to B cell replete hosts. This suggests that non-B cell
APC can also drive TFH development from effectors.

To determine what alternate endogenous APCs were compe-
tent to present Ag, we transferred 6-d effectors into infection-
matched BM chimeras in which MHC-II expression was
restricted to either the hematopoietic compartment (wild type
[WT] ! MHC-II KO chimeras) (Fig. 3B and SI Appendix, Fig.
S3C) or to the nonhematopoietic compartment (MHC-II knock
out [KO]! WTchimeras) (Fig. 3C and SI Appendix, Fig. S3D).
Donor TFH recovery was equivalent in WT mice and those with
MHC-II were restricted to the hematopoietic compartment
(Fig. 3B and SI Appendix, Fig. S3C). However, very few TFH

were found when Ag presentation was restricted to the nonhe-
matopoietic compartment (Fig. 3C and SI Appendix, Fig. S3D),
consistent with observations that few nonhematopoietic MHC-
II+ cells present Ag in the SLO (19).

We next transferred 6-d effectors into PR8-OVAII infection-
matched CD11cTg.H2-Ab1�/� mice (Fig. 3D and SI Appendix,
Fig. S3E). There was no defect in donor TFH formation from
these 6-d effectors, indicating that in infected mice, CD11c+

APCs are sufficient at the effector checkpoint to drive TFH

development.
To compare the efficiency of DC (Fig. 3E and SI Appendix,

Fig. S3F) and B cell (Fig. 3F and SI Appendix, Fig. S3G) Ag
presentation, we pulsed each with Ag and transferred them
with the 6-d effectors into PR8 infection-matched mice. The
6-d effectors gave rise to equivalent numbers of TFH when
either B cells or DC presented Ag. These experiments indicate
that multiple APC types, including APCs other than B cells,
are effective at driving TFH development from 6-dpi effectors
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during influenza infection, as long as hematopoietic MHC-II+

presentation is available.
TFH begin to differentiate within the first few rounds of CD4

division (20), and thus, 6-d effectors contain partially differenti-
ated pre-TFH effectors. It is possible that these pre-TFH can
persist in the absence of signals from cognate Ag during the
effector phase and are ready to develop into TFH later, if
cognate-Ag becomes available. To evaluate this possibility, we
transferred 6-d OT-II effectors into PR8 infection-matched
hosts (Fig. 3G), so other signals from infection and GC
responses were available, but cognate-Ag was not. As a positive
control, we transferred OVAII/APC at 6 dpi. TFH developed
from 6-d effectors when they were transferred together with
OVAII/APC, as in Fig. 3 E and F. However, when we delayed the
transfer of OVAII/APC to 15 dpi, sixfold to sevenfold fewer TFH

were generated from the transferred 6-d effectors (Fig. 3G). This

mirrored the contraction of total CD4 effectors, whose numbers
were also reduced sevenfold to eightfold when the addition of
OVAII/APC was delayed to 15 dpi (SI Appendix, Fig. S3H). This
suggests that pre-TFH effectors undergo contraction in the
absence of cognate Ag after 6 dpi. Thus, continuing Ag presenta-
tion through this effector checkpoint is essential for the 6-d effec-
tors to avoid contraction and complete their differentiation into
TFH, even if they receive the early signals and even if other signals
from infection and from the GC are available.

Ag Delivery by Different Routes Favors Ag Presentation in Distinct
Sites and Selectively Drives TFH in DLN vs. Spleen. TFH are
restricted to the SLO (DLN and spleen) during primary infec-
tion and express signatures for residency in SLO (21–23). In
the influenza model, we do not find TFH in the lung during the
primary effector response, although they are found during the
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Fig. 3. Multiple APC subsets can present cognate Ag during the effector phase to drive TFH development from 6-d effectors. (A) Experimental design for
A–F as depicted SI Appendix, Fig. S3A schematic: In vivo-generated 6-d OT-II.Thy1.1+ or 6-d HNT.Thy1.1+ effectors were transferred into PR8 infection-
matched hosts (A), PR8-OVAII infection-matched hosts (B–D), or into PR8 infection-matched hosts together with OVAII/APC (E and F). Numbers of TFH
(CXCR5+Bcl6+) generated were enumerated by flow cytometry, 2 to 4 dpt in each of these models. (A) JhD mice where B cells are absent or into WT con-
trol mice (n = 8 per group pooled, 2 independent experiments). (B) WT! MHC-II KO (H2-Ab1�/�) bone marrow chimera mice that were made by transfer-
ring WT bone marrow into MHC-II KO irradiated hosts, where MHC-II is restricted to the hematopoietic compartment, or into WT!WT bone marrow chi-
mera control mice (n = 7 to 8 per group pooled, 3 independent experiments). (C) MHC-II KO !B6 bone marrow chimera mice, where MHC-II is restricted
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experiments). (E) WT mice with cognate Ag supplied via OVAII-pulsed BMDC vs. unpulsed BMDC controls (n = 8 to 10 per group pooled, 3 independent
experiments). (F) WT mice with cognate Ag supplied via OVAII-pulsed B cells vs. unpulsed B cell controls (n = 5 to 6 per group pooled 2 independent
experiments). (G) In vivo-generated 6-d OT-II.Thy1.1+ were transferred into PR8 infection-matched hosts. OVAII/APCs were transferred either on 6 d along
with the effectors or on 15 d. Numbers of TFH (CXCR5+Bcl6+) generated were enumerated by flow cytometry, 3 dpt. For OVAII/APCs, we used in vitro-
stimulated T-depleted splenocytes that contained a mixture of APC types, predominantly B cells, since we had determined the kind of APC was not impor-
tant (n = 5 to 6 per group pooled 2 independent experiments). Error bars represent SEM. Statistical significance determined by two-tailed, unpaired Stu-
dent’s t test (*P < 0.05, **P < 0.01, and ***P < 0.001).
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memory phase after 14 dpi and during secondary effector
responses in the lung (24). To design vaccine delivery strategies
that mimic the superior protection elicited after infection, we
needed to understand if the site of Ag presentation during the
effector phase plays a role in TFH generation.

We followed Ag/APC after different routes of transfer and
evaluated where the CD4 effector interaction with Ag/APC
needed to occur for TFH to develop in the spleen vs. the DLN
(Fig. 4A). We transferred OT-II.Nur77GFP.Thy1.1+ 6-d effectors
into PR8 infection-matched hosts with the OVAII/APC intro-
duced by different routes and analyzed them 14 to 16 h post-
transfer (Fig. 4 B and C). OVAII/APCs were found in the lung
only after intranasal (i.n.) transfer and in the spleen only after
intrasplenic (i.s.) transfer (Fig. 4B). Next, we examined Ag pre-
sentation as indicated by Nur77 expression in the transferred
OT-II in the different sites. Transfer of OVAII/APC i.n. induced
Nur77GFP expression in the DLN, and not in the spleen, while
i.s. transfer induced Nur77GFP exclusively in donor cells recov-
ered from the spleen and not in the DLN (Fig. 4C), indicating
we had achieved localized Ag presentation.

We found the total number of donor cells recovered in the
DLN increased following i.n. but not i.s. OVAII/APC transfer
and vice versa; the number of donor cells recovered in the
spleen was increased following i.s. but not i.n. OVAII/APC
transfer (Fig. 4D). In parallel, TFH developed from donor cells
in the DLN only when OVAII/APCs were administered by the
i.n. and not i.s. route (Fig. 4E and SI Appendix, Fig. S4A) and
in the spleen only when OVAII/APCs were delivered by the i.s.
and not i.n. route (Fig. 4F and SI Appendix, Fig. S4A). Thus,
TFH development correlated with the location of Ag/APCs and
with Ag presentation to the CD4 T cells. This implies that full
TFH development requires that the CD4 effectors recognize Ag
in the tissue in which they become resident, indicating local Ag
presentation is needed.

We also tested if Ag/APCs delivered intravenously (i.v.)
might result in presentation to CD4 effectors before they
reached their SLO sites and would be sufficient to complete
their differentiation into TFH. We i.v. transferred OVAII/APC
with OT-II.Nur77GFP.Thy1.1+ 6-d effectors. After 14 to 16 h,
donor effectors in both the spleen and DLN expressed
Nur77GFP, indicating Ag recognition (Fig. 4G). However, after
i.v. transfer, the APCs were found predominantly in the spleen
with many fewer in the lung (Fig. 4H). OVAII/APCs transfer by
the i.v. route, like transfer by i.n., increased the number of
transferred effectors in the DLN, compared to the negative
control (Fig. 4I). However, OVAII/APCs transferred i.v. sup-
ported donor spleen TFH but not DLN TFH generation (Fig. 4 J
and K and SI Appendix, Fig. S4 B and C). This suggests that
even if 6-d effectors have the opportunity to recognize Ag
before migrating to their site of residence in the DLN (as here
during i.v. transfer), this is not sufficient to induce the develop-
ment of TFH in DLN because they require Ag recognition tar-
geted to the specific SLO. These results emphasize that while
many APCs may effectively present Ag, it is essential that dur-
ing this effector checkpoint, the Ag is optimally delivered to the
organ where the TFH will develop.

Signals from Infection during the Effector Phase Are Required to
Support TFH. Infection-generated signals activate APCs, but they
also induce innate pathways that produce inflammatory signals
independent of cognate Ag presentation (25). We reasoned
that during influenza infection, abundant pathogen recognition
signals continue through the effector checkpoint due to the
continuing presence of live, replicating virus (6). The impact of
Ag-independent signals from influenza infection during the
effector checkpoint can be analyzed by normalizing cognate Ag
presentation to CD4 effectors, using Ag/APC as the sole source
of Ag (Fig. 5A). We transferred in vivo-generated 6-d OT-

II.Nur77GFP.Thy1.1+ effectors along with OVAII/B cell APCs
into IAV infection-matched or uninfected second hosts (Fig.
5A). After 14 to 16 h (SI Appendix, Fig. S5A), there was no sig-
nificant difference in the number of transferred APCs or in
Nur77GFP expression by the donor effectors in infected and
uninfected mice, indicating that the transferred APCs present
Ag equivalently in both hosts. Thus, the only variable was the
presence of signals from influenza infection unrelated to Ag
presentation. We found that the proportion of donor TFH at 3
to 4 dpt in the spleen of uninfected second hosts was lower
than that in IAV-infected hosts (Fig. 5B). We analyzed the
expression of signature proteins associated with TFH function
and found that donor TFH in infected mice also expressed sig-
nificantly higher levels of Bcl6, PD1, and ICOS (Fig. 5 C and D
and SI Appendix, Fig. S5C) than in uninfected mice.

To additionally evaluate Ag-independent effects of infection,
we used influenza B virus (IBV) infection (Fig. 5E and SI
Appendix, Fig. S5 D–J). IBV has little homology with IAV (26).
TFH and GC-TFH generation from transferred 6-d effectors in
IBV-infected mice were higher than those in uninfected mice,
with higher Bcl6 and ICOS expression, confirming a contribu-
tion of infection, independent of Ag presentation (SI Appendix,
Fig. S5 D–G). We repeated the experiment using DC instead of
B cells as the source of OVAII/APC to normalize Ag presenta-
tion (Fig. 5E and SI Appendix, Fig. S5 H–J) and found a similar
dependence of TFH and GC-TFH generation on infection. The
data indicate that optimum TFH development requires signals
generated by infection at the effector checkpoint, which are
independent from and in addition to signals from cognate Ag
recognition.

In a Polyclonal Vaccine Model, Providing Both Ag and Infection
Signals at the Effector Checkpoint Induces Strong TFH Responses
Comparable to Influenza Infection. Our results indicate that opti-
mal TFH development requires both Ag recognition and infec-
tion signals during the effector checkpoint. We postulate that
when conventional vaccines do not provide these signals, they
induce much less TFH than live infection. To explore this
hypothesis in an in situ polyclonal response, we developed a
model using the following two widely used vaccine approaches:
nonreplicating inactivated influenza vaccine (IIV) and live
attenuated influenza vaccine (LAIV) (27). We showed that IIV
provides high-level Ag presentation only transiently (8) (SI
Appendix, Fig. S1A). LAIV contains attenuated influenza
viruses that are cold adapted, so replication is restricted to the
upper respiratory tract and does not occur in the warmer lung
environment (27). Since LAIV contains live replication-
competent virus, it is likely to provide stronger infection signals
than IIV. We treated mice with two doses of IIV (8) or LAIV
(7) at d 0 and at d 6 to supply Ag presentation and signals from
infection, for both priming and through the checkpoint (Fig.
6A). We compared the vaccine responses to the infection-
generated TFH response. Virus-specific T cells were detected by
tetramer staining for an immunodominant epitope in B6
mice, NP311.

Adding a second dose of either vaccine at the effector check-
point increased the total number of NP311 tetramer+ cells by
threefold over just one dose (Fig. 6B). Both the number of
NP311 tetramer+ cells (Fig. 6B) and the number of GCB cells
(SI Appendix, Fig. S6A), following a second dose of either vac-
cine at the checkpoint, were comparable to those generated
during influenza infection. Two doses of LAIV resulted in a
fourfold increase in the proportion of TFH compared to one
dose, resulting in a higher proportion of TFH generation than
during influenza infection (Fig. 6 C and D). Moreover, with two
doses of LAIV, an equivalent number of TFH were generated as
following influenza infection (Fig. 6D) which was over 10-fold
higher than that with just one dose of LAIV at d 0. In contrast,
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mental design: OVAII peptide-pulsed B cells (CD45.1+ or GFP+) were used as APCs and transferred into PR8 infection-matched hosts 6 dpi by either i.n.,
i.s., or i.v. routes. Unpulsed APCs were transferred both i.n. and i.s., or both i.n. and i.v., as negative controls. In vivo-generated 6-d OT-II.Nur77GFP.Thy1.1+

effectors were transferred by i.v. route. Mice were harvested 14 to 16 h posttransfer (pt), and donor cells were analyzed by flow cytometry. (B and H)
Number of transferred APCs. (C and G) Donor cell Nur77GFP expression was analyzed by flow cytometry in the lung, DLN, and spleen. (n = 8 to 11 per
group pooled, 3 independent experiments). (D–F, I, and J) Experiment was performed as in A, and mice were euthanized 3 to 4 dpt. (D and I) Total num-
bers of DLN and spleen donor effectors recovered (n = 5 to 12 per group pooled, 3 to 4 independent experiments). (E and J) DLN TFH formation from
donor cells (n = 5 to 11 per group pooled, 2 to 3 independent experiments) (F and K) Spleen TFH formation from donor cells (n = 5 to 12 per group
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the second dose of IIV did not increase the proportion of TFH

generation over one dose (Fig. 6 C and D), even though the
number of total NP311

+ CD4 effectors generated were equiva-
lent to those of a live infection (Fig. 6B). A similar effect on
TFH generation was seen when analyzing the total polyclonal
CD4 response (SI Appendix, Fig. S6B). Strikingly, the impact of
adding a checkpoint dose of LAIV in inducing GC-TFH genera-
tion was even more pronounced. Two doses of LAIV induced
20-fold more GC-TFH than one dose and was equivalent to the
levels induced by infection, while two doses of IIV did not
induce levels equivalent to infection (Fig. 6E). Two doses of
LAIV were also able to induce Bcl6 and PD1 expression in
TFH to levels comparable to infection, but two doses of IIV did
not (Fig. 6 F and G).

TFH are essential to induce IgG1 Ab in models of influenza
immunization, while Th1 effectors are sufficient to induce IgG2
Ab (28). In line with those findings, two doses of LAIV induced
IgG1 plasmablasts equivalent to those found after influenza
infection, while two doses of IIV were unable to do so (Fig.
6H), thus mimicking TFH induction in Fig. 6D. Both IgG2c and
IgG2b plasmablasts were induced by two doses of LAIV, as
well as two doses of IIV (Fig. 6 I and J). This is expected since
both strategies induced equivalent CD4 effector expansion
(Fig. 6B). Similar patterns were also seen in levels of IgG1 and
IgG2 serum Ab 1 mo after immunization (Fig. 6 K–M and SI
Appendix, Fig. S6 C–E), with two doses of LAIV inducing
enhanced IgG1 levels compared to one dose, while two doses
of IIV did not induce more IgG1 than one dose (Fig. 6K). Two

doses of LAIV and IIV were both able to induce enhanced
IgG2c and IgG2b compared to one dose (Fig. 6 L and M). Sev-
eral comprehensive B cell studies have also shown that TFH are
critical for the increased potency of Ab generated (such as neu-
tralizing ability, increased mutation diversity, increased affinity,
increased avidity) and correlate with memory B cell responses
that confer stronger protection against infection (20, 28). Our
findings here indicate that the requirements established in a
reductionist monoclonal TCR Tg transfer model translate read-
ily to a vaccine model in which in situ polyclonal responses are
analyzed. This supports the concept that it should be possible
to achieve TFH-driven immunity nearly comparable to influenza
infection by using vaccines that supply optimal Ag and infection
signals during the checkpoint, in addition to during priming.

Discussion
Influenza infection generates long-lived Ab responses that pro-
vide much stronger protection against reinfection than current
influenza vaccines (5). We interrogated aspects of live influenza
infection that generate strong protection to provide insights
into designing more effective vaccines. We identified the follow-
ing three key mechanisms during the CD4 effector phase of an
influenza infection that together drive full TFH development:
sustained Ag presentation through the effector phase, Ag pre-
sentation in the site of TFH residence, and the presence of
ongoing infection. We confirmed the relevance of these obser-
vations in a vaccine setting by showing that a double vaccina-
tion with LAIV at d 0 and d 6 induced the generation of high
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experiments. (E) The 6-d effectors + OVAII/DC were transferred into IAV or IBV infection-matched or uninfected hosts, 4 dpt. Spleens were analyzed by
FACS for TFH generation from donor cells. n = 6 to 10 per group pooled from 2 independent experiments. Error bars represent SEM. Statistical significance
was determined by two-tailed, unpaired Student’s t test (*P < 0.05, **P < 0.01 and ***P < 0.001).
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Fig. 6. Live attenuated influenza immunization that supplies both Ag and signals from infection at the effector checkpoint supports TFH generation, IgG
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levels of TFH and GC-TFH comparable to those achieved by
influenza infection.

We postulate that these requirements for effector differentia-
tion provide a checkpoint mechanism that limits TFH genera-
tion and high affinity Ab to those situations where there is an
ongoing threat from continuing infection. This should limit
unnecessary, potentially harmful TFH responses, when they are
not required for pathogen clearance. Indeed, in certain autoim-
mune diseases and chronic infections during which continuous
Ag and inflammation persist, exaggerated TFH responses lead
to exaggerated humoral responses (29, 30). When viral and
likely other pathogens, persist at the effector phase of the
response, it suggests that the early arms of the immune
response have failed to clear virus, indicating a strong infection
that warrants the development of immune memory (both CD4
memory [7, 17] and Ab production helped by TFH) for future
protection. Thus, the checkpoint determines the generation of
much of the long-term protection against future infections.

During polyclonal responses, new naive CD4 T cells are
recruited throughout the response (6) and individual polyclonal
cells have different propensities to become TFH because they
express different TCRs (18). We circumvented these confound-
ing factors by using TCR Tg CD4 T cells that give a more
synchronized effector response. It also allowed us to use a
sequential transfer model to study effector phase signals specifi-
cally after the 6-dpi timepoint.

In influenza-infected mice, 6 dpi marks the beginning of GC
formation (31) (SI Appendix, Fig. S1 B and C). It also coincides
with the checkpoint for CD4 memory, when CD4 effectors
require Ag recognition to induce IL-2 production, which blocks
apoptosis and initiates transition to memory (7, 17). The sub-
stantial diminution of TFH, when cognate-Ag presentation is
absent from 6 to 15 d (Fig. 3G), suggests that Ag recognition
also prevents the default contraction of the pre-TFH CD4 effec-
tors, while inducing further TFH differentiation. Until recently,
it was thought that TFH are largely quiescent during this time,
but our results here and a recent study (16) indicate that TFH

actively divide and are dynamically regulated during this phase.
Developing TFH requires repeated Ag recognition and costi-

mulatory interactions once they reach the T-B border in the
GC of the SLO (18), which are presumed to occur during their
cognate interaction with GCBs. Thus, it was assumed that fur-
ther differentiation of TFH including their development into
GC-TFH depended on Ag recognition during the GC response.
Indeed, it has recently been shown that already generated GC-
TFH get selected for high affinity in the GC (16). It has been
unclear if signals from viral infection are needed at this stage.
In previous studies that provided evidence that infection during
the effector phase contributes to TFH generation, it was not
clear whether infection acted by supplying cognate Ag and/or
by induction of infection-induced pathogen recognition signals
(14). We find that at this pre-GC checkpoint, the requirement
for infection after 6 dpi provides Ag-independent infection-
derived signals, which must act together with Ag recognition to
fully drive TFH and GC-TFH differentiation. The frequency of
TFH, including GC-TFH, were enhanced when infection signals
were present (Fig. 5). TFH generated in the absence of infection
expressed lower levels of Bcl6, PD1, and ICOS. Bcl6low TFH

rapidly lose proliferative potential and gradually gain migratory
potential for egress from the LN (32). PD1 and ICOS control
TFH tissue positioning, and if their expression is reduced in
TFH, there is a breakdown of TFH and GC responses (33, 34).
Our results complement recent research which shows that sig-
nals from bacterial infection can augment TFH (35).

The evidence that various activated MHC-II+ APCs, includ-
ing DC and B cells, are able to drive donor effectors to develop
into TFH (Fig. 3) is consistent with previous studies of APC
subsets required during initial priming of TFH responses (13,

36, 37). Strikingly, TFH were generated from 6-d effectors even
when Ag was presented only by DC (Fig. 3E and SI Appendix,
Fig. S3F) and even in the absence of B cells and GC in JhD
second hosts (Fig. 3A and SI Appendix, Fig. S3B). Thus,
although B cells may be the major source of Ag for TFH once
they enter GC in situ, other MHC-II+ APCs are sufficient to
drive TFH development at the effector phase. Given the critical
importance of TFH, this may allow the development of strong
TFH responses even when GC responses are impaired or
Ag-specific B cells are limited. This may be a useful strategy for
the immune system to drive GC-independent B cell responses
which benefit from TFH help, such as reactivation of previously
generated memory B cells.

Aspects of the TFH developmental program are expressed
early during CD4 effector activation when effectors begin to
express Bcl6 within the first few rounds of cell division (12).
Thus, the 6-d effectors we transfer include some pre-TFH at 6
dpi before the GC phase has begun (SI Appendix, Fig. S1 B and
C). These 6-d pre-TFH likely have the potential to become TFH

and GC-TFH, but our data here (25-fold reduction to negligible
TFH levels in the absence of Ag) suggest they contract and fail
to realize that potential unless they receive local signals from
Ag recognition and infection again during the effector phase.

We were able to restrict Ag presentation to distinct sites by
introducing the Ag-pulsed APCs by different routes (Fig. 4).
Development of the SLO-resident TFH subsets require local Ag
presentation in the tissue to which they will be restricted during
the effector phase (Fig. 4 B–F), even if they also encountered
Ag before entering the tissue (Fig. 4 G–J). This local Ag
requirement is akin to that of T and B resident memory subsets
that reside in nonlymphoid tissues (38–41). TFH in the SLO
express universal tissue residency programs (22, 23), raising the
possibility that the local Ag requirement may be necessary for
inducing local residency. The transferred Ag-pulsed B cells
introduced here by different routes localized dependably in tis-
sues, but it is likely that soluble protein Ag in vaccines injected
intramuscularly may become distributed more systemically.
Further studies are needed to determine how routes of immu-
nization impact the locations of Ag presentation. Given the
critical functions of TFH that develop in the SLO, the need for
local Ag presentation at the effector stage is likely important to
consider during vaccine design.

TFH generation is a reliable indicator of protective Ab after
influenza vaccination (2). Thus, vaccines that confer long-term
effective Ab-mediated protection must, like natural influenza
infection, provide the signals described here for pre-GC 6-d
TFH to fully develop into TFH and GC-TFH. We note that
mRNA lipid nanoparticle (LNP) vaccines, such as current
mRNA COVID-19 vaccines, are highly effective against SARS-
CoV-2 infection. These mRNA vaccines induce Ag production
for an extended duration (42), and the LNPs are inflammatory
(43) which may allow them to present Ag and provide inflam-
matory cues through the effector checkpoint and thus robustly
induce TFH.

Unformulated soluble Ag/adjuvants in vaccines are rapidly
cleared from the body (44), which may explain the low efficacy
of several current, widely used influenza vaccines. Recent stud-
ies have supported the concept that vaccine design that allows
for the sustained delivery of Ag, thus mimicking Ag presenta-
tion during natural infections, results in stronger immune
responses (45). Several vaccine formulation strategies have
been proposed to extend the kinetics of Ag presentation (44).
An extended delivery approach using osmotic pumps or escalat-
ing dose delivery resulted in superior Ab responses to HIV vac-
cination (46). A microneedle patch that allowed for sustained
Ag delivery over 2 wk also enhanced GC, TFH, and Ab
responses (47). A hydrogel formulation that extended Ag deliv-
ery and supplied pathogen recognition receptor (PRR) signals
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resulted in similar increases in Ab titers, specifically IgG1 cor-
relating to the induction of TFH (48). Our data suggest that
extended delivery vaccines provide enhanced protection due to
their induction of superior TFH responses by presenting Ag
through the effector phase. We also find that an additional
aspect, namely, signals from infection that are independent of
cognate Ag, also play an important role in the robust TFH

response seen during influenza infection. One way of supplying
these signals is to use live attenuated vaccines. Here, we found
that a vaccine regimen supplying Ag and infection signals, at
priming and again at the effector checkpoint, could convert a
weak response to conventional vaccination, which induced no
TFH to a TFH response comparable to infection (Fig. 6). A sec-
ond dose of IIV provided at the checkpoint was insufficient to
induce TFH at comparable levels to live infection and did not
induce IgG1 Ab, which is known to require TFH help (28). In
contrast, two doses of LAIV, which uses cold-adapted influenza
viruses as does the Flumist vaccine, induced TFH as well as
IgG1 and IgG2 plasmablasts comparable to influenza infection.
In humans, LAIV has been shown to induce broader and more
long-lived Ab responses in contrast to inactivated vaccines that
are provided intramuscularly and do not provide signals from
infection (5).

Insights from our study of mechanisms driving robust TFH

during influenza infection are also likely applicable to vaccine
design for other infectious diseases. Our results suggest that an
ideal universal influenza vaccine must, like natural IAV infec-
tion, provide the effector phase signals identified here at the
right time and in the relevant sites, in order to drive an effective
and durable anti-influenza response which is dependent on
robust TFH and GC-TFH (27).

Materials and Methods
Mice. C57BL/6J (B6), B6.CD45.1, B6.Thy1.1, B6.Nr4a1eGFP (Nur77GFP), and
B6.MHC-II� were obtained from the Jackson Laboratory. Y-linked B6.OT-II
mice were obtained from Dr. Linda Bradley and were originally published by
Dr. Frank Carbone’s group (49); JhDmicewere obtained fromDr. Mark Shlom-
chik; CD11cTg.H2-Ab1�/� mice were obtained from Dr. Terri Laufer; BALB/
c.HNT were obtained from Dr. David Lo (50), and these strains were bred and
maintained at the UMMS animal facility. Mice were at least 8 wk old prior
to use.

Virus Stocks, Infections, and Immunizations. IAVs A/Puerto Rico/8/34 (PR8),
originally from St. Jude Children’s Hospital, and A/PR8-OVAII, kindly provided
by Dr. Peter Doherty, were grown and maintained at the Trudeau Institute.
Other viruses - LAIV, attenuated ca.A/Alaska/72/CR9 (ca.Alaska) (H3N2) and
IBV, B/Ann Arbor/1/66 were originally supplied by S. Epstein (National Insti-
tutes of Health, Bethesda, MD) and grown in the Trudeau Institute. Mice were
immunized i.n. with 2,500 median tissue culture infections dose (TCID50) ca.A-
laska as in our previous study (7) on d 0 and both i.n. and i.v. on d 6 to ensure
that Ag is supplied to the spleen. Formalin-IIV (A/PR/8/34 [H1N1]) was pur-
chased from Charles River Laboratories (material no. 10100782) and used at a
dose of 10 μg i.v. as in our previous studies (8). Mice were anesthetized with
isoflurane (Piramal Healthcare) or with ketamine/xylazine (at a dose of 25/2.5
mg/kg by i.p. injection) and were infected i.n. with influenza virus correspond-
ing to a 0.2 to 0.3 medial lethal dose (LD50) dose of IAV in 50 μL of phosphate
buffered saline (PBS).

In vivo-generated 6-d CD4 T cell effectors were routinely obtained as
described previously (7). An in-depth description is provided in the SI
Appendix.

In Vivo APC Delivery. To deliver Ag/APC (bone marrow derived DC [BMDC] or
activated B cells), APCs were pulsed with 10 μM OVA323–339 (OVAII) peptide
(New England Peptide) or no peptide as a negative control (unpulsed APCs)
for 1 h at 37 °C with shaking. APCs were washed and administered either i.v.
in 200 μL PBS, i.n. in 50 μL PBS, or i.s. in 10 μL PBS. A total of 0.25 × 106 to 1 ×
106 BMDC or 1 × 106 B cells were transferred i.v., 0.5 × 106 to 2 × 106 BMDC or
1 × 106 to 2 × 106 B cells were transferred i.n., and 0.5 × 106 to 1 × 106 B cells
were transferred i.s. Details about the i.s. APC transfer are provided in the
SI Appendix.

Flow cytometry and enzyme-linked immunosorbent assays (ELISAs) were
performed as described previously (51). An in-depth description is provided in
the SI Appendix.

Study Approval. Experimental animal procedures were done in accordance
with University of Massachusetts Medical School (UMMS) Animal Care and
Use Committee guidelines that meet Institutional Animal Care and Use Com-
mittee (IACUC) guidelines.

Data Availability. All study data are included in the article and/or SI Appendix.
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